DNA sexing for gender determination of Changeable Hawk-Eagle (*Nisaetus cirrhatus*, Gmelin, 1788)
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Abstract. The Changeable hawk-eagle (*Brontok eagle*) is a protected bird species. It is one of the most frequently hunted and traded birds in Indonesia. The processes of being traded changes this bird natural behaviour. Therefore, a rehabilitation effort to return the eagle's behaviour to conform to its natural habits is needed. The ultimate goal of rehabilitation is to release the changeable hawk-eagle back into its natural habitat. In conservation and breeding programs, efforts to determine the sex of eagles to be released are very important to help increase the population of changeable hawk-eagles in their habitat by looking at the sex ratio. At the present, sex determination at the Kamojang Conservation Eagle Center (*Pusat Konservasi Elang Kamojang* or *PKEK*) uses the morphometric method. This research used the DNA sexing method with primers 2550F and 2718R to determine the sex of Changeable hawk-eagles in PKEK by extracting DNA from blood samples of 30 eagles. Comparison of DNA sexing results and morphometric data showed differences. This proves that DNA sexing, is suitable in determining changeable hawk-eagles' sex.

1 Introduction

Conservation in Indonesia is very important, especially as a country with the third highest mega biodiversity after Brazil and Zaire [1]. One of the conserved faunas is a bird of prey or commonly called a raptor. Raptors have a role as an umbrella species and several types of them act as keystone species. The role of raptors in nature is related to their existence, most of which are of rare status. Raptors are categorized as one of the species that are very sensitive to environmental change [2].

The Changeable hawk-eagle (*Nisaetus cirrhatus*) is a raptor of the Accipitridae family and one of the protected birds in Indonesia. These eagles are monomorphic birds, found in several major islands of Indonesia such as Sumatra, Java, Bali and the islands of Sulawesi [3]. The eagle is listed as a low-risk conservation status (Least Concern) according to IUCN (The International Union for Conservation of Nature); the category of Appendix II according to CITES (The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species) and protected by the Indonesian government to guarantee its preservation in nature based on Law No.5 of 1990.

The Changeable hawk-eagle is a type of eagle that is often hunted and used as pets. Birds that are kept or traded, of course, must be released back into the wild. This is stated in the Republic of Indonesia Government Regulation No.7 of 1999. Birds to be released need to be rehabilitated as an effort to restore the eagle's behavior to conform to its habits in nature. One of the institutions that plays a role in re-introducing eagles into the wild is the Kamojang Eagle Conservation Center or Pusat Konservasi Elang Kamojang (*PKEK*).

Several steps need to be done in order to release back the eagle into the wild, which include: quarantine, observation, rehabilitation, habituation, and release of wild [4]. The rehabilitation process is an effort to restore the eagle's natural character to conform to its habits in nature, because of the animals that have been long maintained usually have a change in behavior when compared to animals in nature. Knowledge of the sex of eagles to be released is an important stage in the rehabilitation process. This is related to the importance of the sex ratio found in the environment where it was released. A balanced sex ratio in a small population is important for the management and conservation of threatened species. The success of correct gender identification will contribute to the success of these efforts [5].

According to [6], the sex ratio of a small and endangered population significantly has too many females or too many males in the population. An unbalanced sex ratio increases the negative effects of the allele effects (positive relationship between population density and growth rate), demographic problems, and may lead to extinction. Eagles are socially monogamous animals or birds that show loyalty to one partner. Therefore, a good sex ratio for eagles is 1:1 [7].

Sex determination in eagles can be done by several methods such as laparoscopy, vent sexing, steroid sexing, morphometric measurements, and molecular sexing. Technological advances in the molecular field are an option that can be taken into account to determine the sex of birds. The molecular sexing technique is a quick option and requires only a small sample of DNA. Even though this technique is relatively expensive compare to morphometric, the molecular sexing technique assisted by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) has a high sensitivity, so that the possibility of error is relatively small [8]. The gene that is often used for sexing is *chromohelicase DNA binding gene (CHD)*.
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CHD is a gender marker gene in Aves. CHD genes are on the Z and W chromosomes, which consist of CHD-Z (reside on the Z chromosome) and CHD-W (located on the W chromosome) [9]. The CHD gene band will be identified successfully if an appropriate and suitable primer is used. If the primers used do not match, the CHD gene band will not be visible on the visualization results with agarose gel. Sex determination was carried out based on the results of visualization of DNA amplification on agarose gel. The presence of a single DNA band indicates that the sample is male (ZZ chromosome) and the presence of a double DNA band (ZW chromosome) indicates that the sample is female [10].

Morphometric measurements are usually carried out at the PKEK to find out physical data and as a method to determine the sex of the eagle to be rehabilitated. Measurement data that is usually taken are wing length, tail length, beak length, beak width, tarsus length, toes length, total head length, total length, and body weight. Other than that, the cloaca is a gender consideration. This study aimed to confirm the results of the morphometric measurements for sex determination with molecular sexing detection.

2 Material and methods

2.1 DNA sampling

Blood samples from 30 Changeable hawk-eagle (Nisaetus cirrhatus Gmelin, 1788) from PKEK, Garut West Java, Indonesia. DNA sexing was conducted at the Laboratory of Bioecology, Universitas Padjadjaran. The eagle must be calm during the blood draw. Blood samples from 30 Changeable hawk-eagle must be calm during the blood draw.

DNA was extracted with Geneaid GB100 Genomic DNA Mini Kit. DNA samples then quantitively measured using spectrophotometry for purity and concentration.

2.2 DNA amplification

The negative control used in the PCR process was sterile distilled water. The primers used were primers 2550F / 2718R [12], with the order of bases: 2550F (GTTACTGATTCTCTAGAGA) and 2718R (ATTTGAATGTACGTTT). Each sample was subjected to three repetitions of PCR for consistency. The PCR mix used was GoTaq® Green Master Mix, with the composition and temperature cycle referring to [10] with modification. The PCR compositions used were DNA template (20 ng/µl), forward and reverse primer (@ 10 pmol), MgCl2 (25mM), 1X GoTaq® Green Master 2X PCR buffer Mix, and ddH2O to total volume of 25 µl. PCR was done 35 cycles with conditions: pre-denaturation 94 °C for 5 min, denaturation 94 °C for 20 s, annealing 54 °C for 30, extension 72 °C for 40 s, and a final extension at 72 °C for 10 min. Visualization of PCR results in electrophoresis using 1.5% agarose gel with 100bp DNA ladder (Promega). Agarose gel then then immersed in GelRed® Nucleic Acid Gel Stain and DNA bands were visualized under the UV transilluminator. DNA bands were measured with GelAnalyzer 2010a version software [13].

2.3 Data analysis

Based on the visualization of the CHD gene amplification products in all samples, it was shown by the presence of a single DNA band (CHD-Z) in males and the presence of two DNA bands (CHD-Z and CHD-W) in females [10]. The results of identification were written in the ratio females against males based on [14].

\[ R_p = \frac{N_{FP}}{N_{MP}} = \frac{N_F + N_{FJ}}{N_M + N_{MJ}} \]

\[ N_{FP} = \text{the abundance of all females in the population} \]
\[ N_{MP} = \text{the abundance of all males in the population} \]
\[ N_F = \text{an abundance of adult females} \]
\[ N_{FJ} = \text{an abundance of juvenile females} \]
\[ N_M = \text{abundance of adult males} \]
\[ N_{MJ} = \text{an abundance of juvenile males} \]

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 DNA isolation and extraction

The result of DNA extraction concentration ranged from 21.20 ng/µl to 104.10 ng/µl. The purity of the samples ranged from 1.53 to 2.21. The level of DNA purity is good if the OD260/OD280 ratio value ranges from 1.8 to 2.0 [15]. We have added RNase A during one of DNA extraction step.

A ratio or purity value above 2.0 indicates RNA contamination in the sample, while a ratio of less than 0.6 indicates protein in the sample [16]. Blood is a sample with a high RNA content [17]. However, we made sure this RNA contamination will not affect the characterization of the DNA band PCR results, because of the primers the primary 2550F2781R for the CHD gene was used. PCR with specific primers is based on the principle that the recombinant Taq DNA polymerase is more specific for 32 oligonucleotide primers that fully match the target gene. If the primers used fully match one allele genotype and the PCR process is carried out properly, then the sequence of bases that match the primary will be amplified, while the bases that do not match will not be amplified [18].

3.2 DNA amplification

PCR products were run in agarose gel. Electropherograms are below (Fig.1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
The length of the CHD-Z band ranged from 625 bp to 781 bp and for the CHD-W ranges from 427 bp to 546 bp. The results of DNA amplification using a 2550F / 2718R primer showed clear DNA bands, by forming two banding patterns for female and one banding pattern for male during the visualization process. This is in accordance with the research of [19] which identified the sex of the Changeable hawk-eagle and Javanese eagles. Primer 2550F / 2718R is one of the primers showed results with a clear DNA band, with the length of DNA on the CHD-Z chromosomes 638-725 bp and CHD-W 372-640 bp. Despite having different base lengths, the 2550F / 2718R primers in the Sitohang study and this study showed DNA bands that were able to identify the sex of the Changeable hawk-eagle.

### 3.3 Sex Ratio Gender

The sex ratio female to male of all samples tested are as follows:

\[
Rp = \frac{N_{FP}}{N_{MP}} = \frac{17}{13}
\]

The results of the total samples tested identified 17 females and 13 males. The sex ratio in the research results was the sex ratio of the Changeable hawk-eagle in the management area. Eagle is a monogamous animal or animal that is faithful to one partner in its life. Therefore, a good sex ratio for eagles is 1:1 [20]. This ratio can be a consideration in the breeding program carried out by PKEK at the rehabilitation site. The breeding program is carried out by PKEK for several birds that are considered capable of being bred by hope to increase the number of individuals from these species [21].

Various types of breeding programs in captivity are used for preventing possible endangered populations. Most of these programs are to release additional individuals into the wild to support population increase in the conservation of a population. In small populations, it is important to increase population growth rapidly to avoid the allele effect. For example, in *Falco naumanni*, the number of female offspring is one of the limiting factors of population growth. It is possible to increase population growth by manipulating the sex ratios of offspring from the breeding program and producing sex ratios that have a higher reproductive limit [22]. It is hoped that the release of the eagles from the rehabilitation will produce new eaglet, so that the eagle population at the release location increases. An eagle that is about to be released is recommended in a paired state with hope can produce offspring from the pair. The pairing can be done to the young ones before release. However, it is hard to do for rehabilitated eagles that are adults (already had a previous partner).

This is also related to the ecological function of the wild eagle as a predator. The Changeable hawk-eagle is one-of-a-kind birds of prey that occupy the top consumer positions in the food web in the ecosystem. If there is a disruption to the population bird of prey, the balance in food web also will be disturbed. The eagle also becomes the indicator for healthy environment due to its sensitivity [23]. Apart from considering the sex ratio in release, the readiness of eagles must also be considered. The criteria and determinants of eligibility for release were analyzed by assessing the rehabilitated eagles' behavior including hunting, perching, flying and interaction [24].

### 3.4 Comparison of Genotype and Morphological

Morphometric data was taken from all eagles by PKEK when they were entering the rehabilitation place. These included data for sex determination. The classification was based on morphometric measurements i.e. body weight, body length, tail length, wing span, beak length, beak height, beak width, tarsus length, foot length and cloaca examination. The comparison between morphometrics and DNA sexing result from this research can be seen from Table 1.
PKEK data was obtained from morphometric and cloacal examination. The comparison of sex determination between morphometric and DNA sexing showed fourteen differences. Gender determination using polymorphic DNA analysis from blood or wing samples is almost 100% accurate and is the only method for definitive sex determination of birds [25]. The gender classification differences can be due to various factors. Correct labeling of samples and not being confused during processing is very important in determining the sex of all samples. In addition, the physical condition of birds for morphometric sex determination must be intact and without defects, either mild or permanent [26]. The eagle rehabilitated in PKEK is a confiscated or confiscated eagle, that is confused during processing is very important in determining the sex of the eagle that will be rehabilitated for conservation success.

4 Conclusion

The DNA sexing marker used in this research is proven to be reliable for gender detection in monomorphic Changeable hawk-eagle.
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